
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of service marketing manager. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for service marketing manager

To deliver messaging and engaging content for a variety of areas, including
but not limited to determining the SP Services that are relevant for insertion
into the SP campaigns
Manages all aspects of annual marketing plans for Service platform to ensure
the achievement of financial and budget expectations, including market
sensing, segmentation, competitive assessment and monitoring, market
development and marketing mix
Works with WW/regional marketing and service leaders to develop, manage
and report periodic metrics for Service commercial performance and
interprets trends to support decision-making within the Service platform and
inform annual strategic planning processes
Understands drivers of demand for Service product lines such as pricing
strategy, channel strategy, contract management, and product mix
Improves service product marketability and profitability by researching,
identifying, and capitalizing on market opportunities
Works in partnership with other business and WW/regional marketing leaders
to ensure short and long-term growth objectives for the region and/or WW
business are achieved
Works with cross-functional and other marketing stakeholders to value new
business opportunities, define solution value propositions and develop new

Example of Service Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Ensure projects are completed successfully by establishing the necessary
requirements and overseeing the implementation plans
Tightly integrated with key stakeholders (Services Business Unit, Sales,
Partners, Product marketing teams) to design and execute customer
experience for a services journey
Create and deliver services content relevant to local audience

Qualifications for service marketing manager

Ensure consistency in messaging and positioning across the different
marketing, sales and communications functions
Develop business outcome based value propositions in line with customer
care- abouts, which would be validated with key stakeholders
Partner with internal and cross-functional stakeholders to determine and
execute field and customer ready campaigns including all related
communications and implementation plans
Determine the most effective communication channels to successfully reach
target audiences, while supporting company plans and brand guidelines
Collaborates with peers and counterparts to influence productive activities
and deliverables to be integrated into cohesive execution plans
Gather feedback and assess effectiveness of programs to the Field through
qualitative and quantitative measurement


